Life at Novetta

CHALLENGING. ENGAGING. INSPIRING. DYNAMIC.

There’s no exact formula, persona, or resume that makes a perfect Novettan. Multi-faceted backgrounds, skillsets, and passions beat at the heart of Novetta’s tech-centric culture. We aim to help you thrive, keep you balanced, and propel you toward your ultimate goal, whether that’s in leadership or on an advanced technical trajectory – all in an environment that encourages collaboration and innovation.

39% of Novetta employees are U.S. Veterans.

44% of Novetta’s Executive Leadership Team are female.

85% of our AWS-certified engineers are cleared at TS or higher.

BENEFITS

- Medical Coverage
- 401k Matching
- Tuition & Training
- Career Development
- Flexible PTO
- Voluntary Benefits
- Wellness Programs
- Referral Bonuses
- Hosted Events
- Internships
- Veteran Support
- Workshops
NOVETTA CAREERS

WE’RE HIRING:
Software Engineers
  • Java
  • Full Stack
  • Front End
  • Embedded
  • Mobile App
  • DevOps
  • ElasticSearch

Solutions Architects
Systems Engineers
Data Analysts
  • AllSource
  • GIS
  • Network
  • Target
Data Scientists
Reverse Engineers
  • Vulnerability Research
  • CNO Development

WHO WE ARE
We are a powerhouse of innovators creating, developing, and deploying cutting-edge advanced analytics. Centered around innovation and collaboration, we pioneer disruptive technologies that push the limits of technology, finding solutions to enormous challenges.

WHAT WE DO
We redefine the impossible. We deal with massive disparate datasets that were never intended to be analyzed together. We bring clarity to our customers’ most complex and challenging problems at the speed and scale required by the most intensive national security missions.

WHY WE DO IT
We passionately embrace the pivotal role we play for our customers, our communities, ourselves. It’s more than a job, it’s a mission.

Your future starts here.

NOVETTA.COM/CAREERS
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